
MAUNAWAI PREMIUM
Water Filter System

Quick assembly 
instructions 



Quick assembly instructions 
Before you put together your MAUNAWAI 
water filter system, please check 
that you have all of the components.

Lid

Ceramic filter

Upper tank

Wing nut/
sealing ring

Limescale filter

Cartridge holder

Premium cartridge

Drinking water reservoir 
made from plastic with 
adapter ring or glass
drinking water reservoir

Magnetic outlet

Base



2.CERAMIC FILTER  
hold under water for 10 mins. 
until all the air has escaped

Preparation
Important: Before you begin assembly, please 
ensure that you carry out the following pre-
paratory steps. Please also refer to our detailed 
instruction booklet.  

1. CERAMIC FILTER  
immerse in tap water
with the base facing upwards.

3. FILTER CARTRIDGE  
hold under tap water for several 
minutes and...

4. LIMESCALE FILTER  
also immerse in tap water

5. ALL OTHER PARTS:  
clean with a mild (biological) 
detergent and rinse thoroughly 
with clean water.

... occasionally 
shake vigorously several times



Quick assembly instructions 
Once you have completed the preparations, 
simply assemble your MAUNAWAI 
PREMIUM water filter system in 10 steps. 

1. WATER TAP:  
fit to the reservoir with two seals 
(dry), one on the inside and one 
on the outside

4. FILTER CARTRIDGE 
suspend in the glass reservoir

2. DRINKING WATER 
RESERVOIR: place on the base

3. FILTER CARTRIDGE screw to 
the CARTRIDGE HOLDER

5. LIMESCALE FILTER  
place in the cartridge holder



6. CERAMIC FILTER  
insert into the upper tank 
from inside

7. SEALING RING:  
push onto the filter screw on the 
underside of the tank

9. UPPER TANK: put in place 
8. WING NUT: screw tightly 
onto the filter screw

10. LID: put in place 
Fill with tap water and let it run 
through completely twice.

Now your MAUNAWAI 
water system is ready to use!



In our detailed instruction booklet, you will also 
find information about the following topics:

· looking after the MAUNAWAI water system
· changing the filters
· capacity and filtration times
· warranty and liability
· troubleshooting

Information and contact

Green d’Or UG
Adolf-Damaschke-Straße 69
14542 Werder (Havel), Germany

info@maunawai.com
www.maunawai.com

Service line:+49 3327 5708926 
Fax:+49 3327 5708930 

Or contact the sales partner from whom you 
purchased the MAUNAWAI water filter system.


